Charred Series
Vented Gas Logs

Hargrove’s Charred Style log sets bring realism to your hearth with our lovely bark detail, smoky
charring and natural log stacks. Hargrove’s vented log sets use our unique pedestal grate system
and are designed to work with any of our standard burner systems.

Inferno is designed to fit compact zero-clearance

fireplaces. Instead of a neat stack of logs that look “staged”
with embers in the center, the Inferno Series appears like a
fire that’s an hour or two old, with flames that are working
away on the partially burned logs.
• Available in 18”-30” sizes
• Low Profile
• See-Thru models available

Inferno 24” Set
Magnificent Inferno is defined by large two-piece front
logs that create an impressive flame/ember viewing area.
Thick bark texture and realistic char add to the overall
realism and beauty. The result is a fire that looks old, but
tended to.
• Available in 21”-36” sizes
• Great char and bark detail
• See-Thru models available

Magnificent Inferno 24” Set
Twilight Inferno offers a combination of features designed
to make this vented gas log set easily adaptable to any
fireplace. The positions of the two front logs are adjustable
to allow a custom tailored fit. Because you build it yourself,
the result is a fire that looks the way you want it to.
• Available in 21”-36” sizes
• Beautiful combination of split detail and charring
• See-Thru models available

Twilight Inferno 24” Set
www.hargrovegaslogs.com • (800) 725-4166 • 207 Wellston Park Rd., Sand Springs, OK 74063

Blazing Pecan features deep bark and lots of natural

char textures with unique, partially burned front logs. This
creates the look of a less mature fire with larger charred
top twigs to add rugged realism.
• Available in 18”-30” sizes
• One-piece charred front log
• See-Thru models available

Blazing Pecan 24” Set
Supreme Ponderosa is a massive gas log set designed
for larger fireplaces. The rich texture and beautiful handpainted quality of the split and full bark logs look great in
both single-sided and see-thru applications.

• Available in 24”-60” sizes
• Fits standard depth burner systems for shallower 		
fireplaces
• See-Thru models available

Supreme Ponderosa 24” Set

Burners
E Burner - The E Burner (EB) is a single burner system designed to produce a large glowing ember bed and
full bodied, balanced flame that comes up in the middle of the log stack. Although the E Burner can be used
with any Fresh Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set, it is best matched with the Fresh Cut style.
H Burner - The H Burner (HB) is a dual burner system designed to produce a large glowing ember bed and
a deeper flame pattern which is ideal for two-piece front log or open log stacks. Although the H Burner can
be used with any Fresh Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set, it performs best with the Charred and Radiant
Heat styles.
HC Burner - The Hidden Controls Burner (HC) incorporates the H Burner design and performance with a
premium shielding feature that allows for various valve systems to be hidden from view. The HC Burner can
be used with any Fresh Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set.
System 4 Burner - The System 4 Burner (SF) is specifically designed for Liquid Propane applications. One
of the main challenges with using a sand pan style burner (E Burner or H Burner) with propane applications
is these burners deposit heavy black soot on the gas logs. The System 4 Burner is designed with controlled
porting and optimal fuel to air ratios that create a cleaner burn which results in less soot deposits on the
logs. The System 4 Burner can be used with any Fresh Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set.
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